
 

Wedding Coverage 

Your wedding, your way! 

Photographs that speak for themselves! 

Natural and unobtrusive wedding photography which complements your style! 

Since 1981, Doug Gifford has been trusted by over 1,500 couples to joyfully and artistry 
capture their wedding day story in locations around the world.  

He has worked hard to master his craft and is recognized as an internationally-acclaimed 
photographer with a relaxed, natural style and one of the most versatile visual 
storytellers you will find today. His balance of creativity, technical expertise and experience 
allow him to handcraft memorable photographic images of your wedding day. He is a 
consummate professional with an easy-going personality who loves life and does 
business with integrity and a smile. 

Doug does all the photography himself and has welcomed and experienced it all - or so it seems 
until the next wedding. He is an expert portrait artist and can do classic or lifestyle portraiture and 
has worked for years as a photojournalist for Getty Images and many other publications covering 
entertainment, fashion, and sports. All those years of openness to all, experience, training and 
staying on top of the current trends in wedding coverage allows him to adapt to the photographic 
style that fits who you are and what you want to do. Doug's passion and easy-going personality 
fit in anywhere - and in harmony with the other event services and facilities.  His attitude is about 
working for you and what you want to be done, supported by his quick, creative, decision-making 
and efficient style, make it fun.   

Because he takes his responsibility seriously of capturing every memory of this important 
day, Doug uses only the finest quality cameras and equipment, carries plenty of backup 
equipment and is fully insured.  

You are given a choice of pricing choices – all intended to provide optimal value for the simple to 
the most elaborate wedding.  By talking over a "game plan" with you at the complimentary pre-
wedding consultation and engagement session, Doug will be able to determine just how much 
time will be needed to cover the day’s activities.  During this time, you will experience what it is 
like to be in front of the camera as well as learn about who needs to be where and when on your 
special day in order to capture the best possible images.   This approach allows all of you to feel 
as if you are working together as friends and have great fun on your wedding day!   

His professional lab can produce any style of the finished product: color, black and white, sepia 
tone prints on any surface. He offers you a choice between square or vertical professionally made 
album in many different sizes and colors, laid out just the way you want.  

All of the wedding coverages include a high-resolution copy of all the files and personal usage 
rights. 

Please contact us today so we can talk about how we can help you with your wedding day 
photography needs.  


